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About This Game

Rise of Nations

Rise of Nations is a real-time strategy game that spans all history.
Start with a single city in the Ancient Age; gather resources; build an infrastructure; research technologies; construct Wonders
of the World such as the Pyramids and the Eiffel Tower; and expand your military might across the world, conquering hostile

nations with bombers, battleships, and tanks—all over your lunch hour!

In Rise of Nations there are:

18 Nations—each with special abilities and unique military units.

Over a hundred military units operating on the ground, sea, and air— from Hoplites to Frigates to Helicopters.

Over two dozen buildings with upgrades and technologies that will take your nation from a small City to an Information
Age society.

14 Wonders of the World—the Terra Cotta Army, the Taj Mahal, the Eiffel Tower. Each gives your nation special
bonuses.

More than a dozen map types, ranging from the Amazon Rainforest to the Himalayas to the Nile Delta.
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Conquer the World campaign—a linked series of dozens of scenarios.

The Extended Edition includes:

Rise of Nations

Rise of Nations: Thrones and Patriots

New in the Extended Edition:

Improved Visuals

  Improved water

Improved textures

Full-screen anti-aliasing
Full Steamworks Integration

  Multiplayer with ranked matches (ELO)

Achievements

Trading Cards

Cloud saves
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Title: Rise of Nations: Extended Edition
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
SkyBox Labs, Big Huge Games
Publisher:
Xbox Game Studios
Release Date: 12 Jun, 2014

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8.1+

Processor: 1.6

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Direct X 10+ Capable GPU

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct X Compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: GPU at least (Integrated HD 3000, 8600GT, etc)

English,French,Italian,German
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Old but gold, this game is what a Rts should be and with an added no nonsense capture the world campaign, oh I remember
playing this as a kid with a general's hat and proudly pronouncing to my parents that I had captured the world!

need a Re-make in a decent engine, Oh and the modding in this game is deliciously easy and great!. Goog Game. We Need Rise
of Legends Available on Steam though.. The maturation of a genre. More "Civilization" in scope, feel, and satisfaction than
even the popular "Age of Empires" series, Rise of Nations is the world's first 4X RTS. A well-designed, well-executed paragon
of strategy gaming. In many ways, Rise of Nations is better than the strategy games that have come before it. It's smarter. It's
more challenging. It gives you more to do. An enormous game. Classic real-time gaming simply doesn't get much better than
this. It's a blast with friends as well.. Heads up.... Doesnt work on windows 7!!! windows 10 only. Really fun, my og cd broke
around a year ago and this remake is almost the same, the only difference is better graphics witch. My favorate part is the free
dlc it comes with. Unlike EA, whoever made this is not greedy shacks of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 That's right,
no horrible microtransactions. I give it 10\\10 (Sorry for my bad english, I'm french.). an RTS that will never be outdone. Really
fun, my og cd broke around a year ago and this remake is almost the same, the only difference is better graphics witch. My
favorate part is the free dlc it comes with. Unlike EA, whoever made this is not greedy shacks
of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 That's right, no horrible microtransactions. I give it 10\\10 (Sorry for my bad
english, I'm french.). Old but gold, this game is what a Rts should be and with an added no nonsense capture the world
campaign, oh I remember playing this as a kid with a general's hat and proudly pronouncing to my parents that I had captured
the world!

need a Re-make in a decent engine, Oh and the modding in this game is deliciously easy and great!
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Heads up.... Doesnt work on windows 7!!! windows 10 only. It is simply incredible how a game this old still attracts my
attention even after completing it several times. Of course, additional challenge such as Steam achievements help a bit, too. :)

I have always wondered, however, how come no sequel has ever been made.... an RTS that will never be outdone. Really fun,
my og cd broke around a year ago and this remake is almost the same, the only difference is better graphics witch. My favorate
part is the free dlc it comes with. Unlike EA, whoever made this is not greedy shacks
of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 That's right, no horrible microtransactions. I give it 10\\10 (Sorry for my bad
english, I'm french.). What can I say. You can spread the socialist revolution as Russia. 10\/10.. an RTS that will never be
outdone. Old but gold, this game is what a Rts should be and with an added no nonsense capture the world campaign, oh I
remember playing this as a kid with a general's hat and proudly pronouncing to my parents that I had captured the world!

need a Re-make in a decent engine, Oh and the modding in this game is deliciously easy and great!. The maturation of a genre.
More "Civilization" in scope, feel, and satisfaction than even the popular "Age of Empires" series, Rise of Nations is the world's
first 4X RTS. A well-designed, well-executed paragon of strategy gaming. In many ways, Rise of Nations is better than the
strategy games that have come before it. It's smarter. It's more challenging. It gives you more to do. An enormous game. Classic
real-time gaming simply doesn't get much better than this. It's a blast with friends as well.
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